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Lord of the flies piggy's glasses

For my topic, I chose the symbolism of Piggy glasses in the novel Lord of the Flies by William Golding. I chose this topic because Piggy glasses are a very significant symbol of some things. Piggy is the only boy from the group to wear glasses. Likewise, Piggy has the ability to see what is best and can see things more
clearly than other boys. He understands the need for law and order and he tries to remain civilized while other children slowly become savages. Piggy's glasses represent the boy's ability to be civilized and orderly. When Piggy's glasses broke, the kids lost this ability. The lens of the glasses is easy to break, just like the
peace between all the boys on the island. The rupture of Piggy's glasses represents the transition from civilization and order, to savagery and evil. Piggy glasses can also represent technology. At the beginning of the novel Piggy glasses are used to help light a fire. When Jack starts a new tribe and steals Piggy's
glasses, he takes the power of fire from Ralph, leaving his tribe weak and helpless. When glasses break, children lose their ability to make fires, as well as lose other relationships with civilization. In the novel Lord of the Flies, the author uses many objects as symbols to illustrate the theme. One of these things is Piggy
glasses. Glasses play an important role throughout the story as they show an important theme to it. Glasses represent intelligence and hope as well as help to predict important events throughout the story. Can We Help With Your Task? Let's do your homework! Professional writers in all subject areas are available and
will meet your task deadlines. Includes correction and editing of free copies. Piggy glasses represent intelligence. Since Piggy is the only one on the island with glasses, this plays into the stereotype of only smart people who have glasses. Throughout the book Piggy attempts to express his ingenuity but is often
overlooked. We have to have rules and abide by them. After all, we're not savages. We're British, and English is the best at everything. So we have to do the right things. (Golding, pg 42) This quote shows that Piggy is a smart young man who seeks to boost the confidence of the islanders and unite him to survive. In
addition to representing intelligence, Piggy's glasses stand for hope. Hope is symbolized through Piggy's glasses. The spectacle represents hope by making children believe they can be saved by making a fire. Without glasses, they would not have been able to make a signal shot to warn any passing boat of their
presence on the island. When Jack steals Piggy, he also steals the hope that Ralph and Piggy have an order. Ralph and Piggy both understand the importance of glasses and the hope that glasses are created to go through great risks to pick them up when they are stolen. In addition to symbolizing hope, Piggy's specs
tend to predict future events in the story. READ: Lord of the Flies: Reading GuidePiggy's glasses is prone to predicting major events in the story. At first, the lens was in good condition and so was the island. As the book progresses, Piggy's glasses begin to break. Shortly after this event, the island's civilization began to
break down. Finally, when a savage steals a pair of glasses and breaks them completely, this represents the final tie-breaking for humanity that boys have. Ralph makes a step forward and Jack hits Piggy in the head. Piggy's glasses fly and fall to pieces on the rocks. (Golding, pg 71) After this event, it is the downward
spiral into primitive and animal behavior that culminates in Piggy's horrific death. Important ideas such as intelligence and hope are expressed and actualized through the concrete and simple symbols of Piggy glasses. Intelligence is symbolized through Piggy's glasses because Piggy, the only intelligent man on the
island, wears them. They also represent hope by allowing boys to have a sense of hope when a signal fire is lit. Piggy's glasses also help predict the main event in the story by telling the reader what the condition of the islanders is based on the condition of Piggy's glasses. Although Piggy's glasses may seem fragile and
insignificant at the beginning of the story, they evolve into important symbols and thematic bearers that help drive the overall plot. She takes off her glasses and looks pointless for something with her to clean it up (Golding, 13). When you think of Lord of the Flies, your first thought is Piggy. However, Piggy's glasses are
also important to the novel. Piggy Glasses symbolize the traits that every human being should have: wisdom for the super ego, logic for ego, and order to id. Piggy glasses represent wisdom for super egos, because they are part of Piggy. Since Piggy is a super ego he represents knowledge and wisdom, along with his
glasses. Piggy proves to be the smartest kid in the book; he advises Ralph on many things from moving fire to going to roast pork. He also has many ingenious ideas such as using cones to gather everyone, take names, and build sundials. Piggy's glasses represent logic for the ego, because when the book first started,
Piggy admired Ralph's leadership skills for being logical. It once again shows how glasses are part of Piggy. It also shows when boys think of a logical way to light a fire, using Piggy glasses. 'We want to be saved; And we will surely be saved. It's babbling. Statement not supported by any evidence but the weight of the
new ralph bring light and happiness. He had to wave the cones before he could make them hear them. 'My dad's in the Navy. He said there were no unknown islands left. He said the Queen had a large room full of maps and all the islands in the world were pulled there. So the Queen has a picture of this island. Once
again came the sound of joy and a better heart. And sooner or later a ship will be put in here. Maybe even Dad's boat. You will surely be hasered of paradise, or later. He paused, with the point made. The assembly was lifted towards safety by his words. They liked and now respect him. Spontaneously they started
clapping and nowadays the platform is loud with applause. Ralph blushes, looks sideways at Piggy's open admiration, and then another way on Jack who grins and shows that he also knows how to clap (Golding, 37). Lastly, Piggy's glasses represent an order for id, because jack. One of the main turning points of the
story is when Jack knocks Piggy's glasses off his face, and they fall to the ground and break. Jack id, and do not want to book on the island, while Piggy wants order. It also shows how glasses are part of Piggy; When Jack broke Piggy's glasses, he symbolically said that he didn't want order, just chaos. Ralph makes a
step forward and Jack hits Piggy in the head. Piggy glasses fly and vibrate on the rocks. Piggy cried in terror: 'My specs!' He went squatting and felt on the rocks but Simon, who got there first, found them for him. Passion beats about Simon on a mountaintop with terrible wings. 'One side is broken' (Golding, 71). Piggy's
glasses are symbolic for a number of reasons in Lord of the Flies. Spectacle represents the only way boys to get fire through reflecting sunlight, and the fire itself is a symbol of survival and rescue. Jack snatches the glasses from Piggy's face to create fire, despite Piggy's protestations, and his dependence on them.
Later, Jack punches Piggy causing the glasses to fall, destroying one side. Piggy is now half blind, a prophecy of events later in the book when jack's tribe steals his glasses, leaving Piggy completely blind and vulnerable. These glasses are also symbols of the Piggy character; rational thinking and its ability to see
solutions to boys' difficulties. After the glasses are stolen, and Piggy can't see, he can't help Ralph further to defend civilization. By allowing children to create fire, the first necessity of civilization, Piggy represents science and technology, the power of mankind to transform and rebuild their environment to best suit its
needs. Piggy wears his glasses. No one knows where we are, Piggy said. She's paler than ever and panting. Perhaps they will know our dwellings and their lives with the believers. and maybe not. But But don't know where we're cos we never got there. At the first meeting, Piggy explained the situation to the other boys.
The act of wearing her glasses before she speaks symbolizes Piggy using her intelligence to think logically about a boy's situation, or his attempts to see and explain their reality clearly. Glasses establishes who Piggy is as a thinker and what he offers to the group. On a higher level, Piggy glasses symbolize scientific
reasoning and civilization. The specs—use them as burnt glasses! Piggy's surrounded before he can back off. Here—let me go! His voice rises to a scream of terror as Jack snatches glasses from his face. Here, Jack realizes that Piggy's glasses can be used to start the first signal shot, and he picks it up from Piggy
without permission. The glasses here symbolize the science of burning as well as the intelligence necessary to harness such science and the power of fire — the relationship between a lost boy and a civilized world. The way Jack grabs Piggy's glasses without permission foresees Jack then steals Piggy's glasses so his
savage tribe can light a fire for the party. Ralph steps forward and Jack hits Piggy in the head. Piggy glasses fly and vibrate on the rocks. Piggy cries in terror: My specs! . . . One side is broken. Piggy grabbed her and wore her glasses. He looks bad on Jack. Ralph and Piggy have just blamed Jack for letting the signal
fire go out, eliminating the possibility of them being spotted by a passing ship. Here, Jack, frustrated with his power struggle with Ralph, pulls it out on Piggy, breaking one of Piggy's glasses. This attack symbolizes savagery and against the law of attacking order, intelligence, and civilization. The damaged lens partly
symbolizes the diminishing intellectual thinking on the island when things start to fall apart. Piggy took off his damaged glasses and cleaned the remaining lenses. What about us, Ralph? You haven't got that kekon. Right here. I mean—what about us? Suppose the beast comes when you're all gone. I couldn't see
properly, and if I was scared — When the bigger boys decided they were going to go to find out about the animal, which was, in fact, a dead pilot, Piggy expressed concern about being left unationable with littlun. Here, Piggy's glasses encapsulate the boy's situation: The broken lens symbolizes the fact that rational
thought loses its power in the face of a boy's fear, but one err lens — which Piggy dutifully cleans — symbolizes the fact that some boys, including Piggy, are doing their best remain rational and civilized. Overall, Piggy's broken glasses represent the rising power of Ralph's group and the boy's weakened relationship with
civilization when Jack and his hunters gain strength. Chiefs they, running on, are ecstatic in their achievements. He is a head now in truth; And he made a stabbing move with his spear. From his left hand dangling Piggy's broken glasses. Jack and his tribe celebrate the fact that he stole Piggy's glasses. This action
represents the fact that Ralph's diminished group has lost the power to start fires and be saved, which symbolizes the fact that their relationship with civilization is completely lost. Like the visionless Piggy, Ralph's group is now powerless and has lost its way. Meanwhile, the Jack tribe has gained more power now that
they have the power of Piggy glasses. The whole situation symbolizes the savagery of winning. Win.
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